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WHAl',;) IT GOOD ,fi'OR?:
Traditionally, the most difficult
behaviors to understand have been the ones which 'come out of
nowhere". From a reco~nition of the patterns I describe it
will hopefully appear that we r~allyknow' quite a bit more
about such things than we usually admit. From that reco~
nition may arise si~nificant new opportunities for taking
pleasure in natural workin~s. This is not an effort to dispel
mysteries with a set of answers.
1 have little use for
answers except as places to put things,for convenience, in
an on~oin~ search for better questions. What is offered here
is what I fi.nd to be a rather rich family of better questions.

AN UNHIDDEN PATTERN OF EVENTS

lti£ GENERAL CONTEAT:
Events effect their immediate 9urroundin~s.
When the effects on the surroundings effect
later similar events, this forms a loop of effects, like
the spark in a gas engine which results in another spark.
The succession of such loops form chains of loops. These
chains of effects have clearly recognizable and frequent
occurance and si~nificance in natural events. They are the
substance of all ?atterns of a thing building UD, continuing,
or f adin~ away of its ·,own effects.

A MAIHEMATlCAL TWIST:

While these chains of behaviors
of things reflecting on themselves through their context often
have easily defined mathematical descriptions, it is generally
quite difficult to work with them mathematicly because of
a lack of a formula for the broader context through which
they flow.
This lack of a formula for the context of events
is the central reason for the clumsy floundering about of
analytical methods when applied to natural events.

The twist is that a brain works precisely from a re~ativly
broad awareness of contexts and it is quite natural to
develop a comfortable and flexible appreciation of and skill
with these'chains as they become reco~nized. Wher& should one
start? How about with a couple of very ordinary behaviorq.
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TwO BASIC PATTERNS:
In the case of an ordinary ball (see fi~ure) balanced on a
or one resting on a horizontal plane, the self-effect on
changing speed and position is constant until some influence
changes that position. If given a little push, the ball on
the peak rolls to steeper and steeper places on the surface
and 'swoops down'. Its rate of speeding up speeds up as it
speeds up. If the ball on the plane is given a push, it rolls
slower and slower due to internal friction and air resistance
according to its speed of rolling. As it slows, the resistance
decreases and it slows slower and slower as it slows. THESE
p~ak
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l'wu Cl1AHACliRlS1'IC BEHAVIORS, RESULTING FJ:tOM A LITTLE PUSH 11'01
BE CALLED 'SELF-Ai'1PLli'YlNG'. oa
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A BALL ON A PLANE
ITS MOTION LINGERS

A BALL ON A PEAK
ITS SPEED QUICKENS

,

t
These two very similar
patterns of significant change either
coming from or going to nothing much of significance are so
ever-present as part of all events that they're almost too
dumb and ordinary to speak of. It's a bit of a puzzle as to
how things can be just a little too obvious sometimes. Well,
if they're all around us, where the heck are they?

SOME SEU'-DAMPING BEHAVIORS:

1) The glow of an electric light just turned off dims very
quickly at first and dims more slowly as it dims. It's very
quick, but you can see it if you look sharp. The bulb as a

whole cools quickly at first and cools more slowly as it cools.
2) Air rushing from a punctured tire rushes out quickly at
first and as the pressure drops, the ho~e gets smaller and
the rush of air slows more and more- slowly and lingers.
3) A sound echoin~ dies away quickly at first and dies away
Itore and more slowly as it dies away becoming just a faint, .
nearly indistinguishable shimmering of sound as it slowly slips
out of reach.
4) Some memories fade away cuickly at first and fade away
more and more slowly as they fade into little unrecognizable
whispers.
5) Political or social events,great and small, often die away
very quickly at first but almost always have lingering effects
that die away more and more slowly as they die away. Often
a small event whose importance fades away very slowly comes to
have more significance in the long run than a great event whose
importance fad~ away more quickly.
In general, lots of thinss slow more slowly as they slow,
disperse more slowly as they disperse, relax more slowly as
they relax, linger and remain for a long time, often much longer
than we can maintain an awareness of them•

.tOME OTHER SELF-DAMPING BEHAVIORS:

Many common lingering behaviors seem to have a definite small
event to mark their end rather than to just slowly trail off
beyond perception.
1) A rolling cart which rolls more slowly as it rolls comes
to an abrupt halt as it 'creaks to a stop'. The friction
between the axle and wheel suddenly increases as the parts
grab. LikeWise, steady brake pressure on a car slows the car
more slowly as it slows but brings it to a halt with a jerk.
To make a smooth stop, brake pressure must be lightened as
the car slows.
2) The flicking of the pointer on a wheel of chance follows
the same pattern. The wheel go,s slower and slowe! as it slows
until the pointer grabs.

3) While trying to figure out how to say all this stuff, I
accidentally nudged a heavy round glass ash tray off the arm
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of a sofa. It hit the wood floor with a bang and started its
wobbling spin which damped quickly at first and then lingered
a bit, ending with another, but much smaller, bang as on one
wobble it hit the floor flat on and came to a rest.
4) In ageing as strength slowly fades, fading more and more
slowly, some small event triggers others and life creaks to
a halt.
5) As water leaks from a hole in a bucket it leaks in a smaller
and smaller stream, turns to a drip and drips slower and slower
until the last drop.

SOME SELF-AMPLIFYING BEHAVIORS:
1) An· impercept1.ble number of cells in a growing medium grows
slowly at first and as there are more and more of them, there's
more growing growing and the number of cells grows more and
more quickly.
2 ) The amount of water flowing from a leak in a darn, either
a big one or a little tiny one, tends to grow slowly at first
but opens \ an ever larger channel and grows more quickly
as it grows.
3) A rain shower starts imperceptibly at first with a few
scattered drops and then comes on more and more quickly. Noticing
the first few scattered drops gives you time to react before
it starts raining in earnest.
4) A young growing plant's use of soil, light & dark, and water
starts imperceptibly at first and grows to grow more quickly
as it grows.
5) Notice of things tends to grow slowly at first from insignificant impression. and then as awareness builds, more can
build faster and notice grows more quickly as it grows. Sometimes notice of things grows wt:1:h A'suddenburit and sometimes
with a gentle blossoming.
6) A thin sheet, under enough tension ( a soap bubble, balloon,
net, cloth, paper, etc.) tears more quickly as it tears. If
a tiny fault or break occurs, the forces its location were
taking are suddenly transfered to adjacent areas which then
tear and all the forces shift to new adjacent areas which tear
even faster and the forces multiply and tearing quickens.
With enough tension, any fabric finds its multiplying fault.
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In general, lots of things grow more quickly as they ~tart growing,
coalesce, or jell, more quickly as they start coalescing, react
more quickly as they start reacting and pick up from imperceptible
or insignificant beginnings and lead to significant results.
'z
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SOME BASIC WH01.E EVEftTS:

All things come and go. A simple event, taken as a whole, is
a smooth stepping through a standard sequence of four of these
progressive chain patterns. Simple whole events generally
begin,(l) with imperceptible or relativly insignificant events
and quicken, (2) level off, (3) decline more and more quickly
at first and then, (4) decline slower and slower and end
imperceptibly or with relativly insignificant events. All
whole events, no matter how complexly they may be viewed, may
also be viewed as fitting into this same four part envelope
of rising and faLling progressions.
1) A campfire begins with a quiet pile of wood and tinder and
the relativly insignificant event of a match. As the fire
begins to catch on it catches on more quickly the more quickly
it catches o~as larger and larger f~ames light larger areas.
As it continues, its burning increases more and more slowly
reaching a more or less steady rate. As the fire consumes the
wood and starts to die out its rapid burning causes it to die
out more and more quickly at first but then its slower burning
cools off the fire and it consumes itself more slowly and fades
away slower and slower until a last flicker an.dthenits a
lin~ering bed of coals.
Sometime later, if the coals arn'tdoused,
there's that last little spark, or perhaps another building
of flames.
2) The moisture in a cumulus clowd begins with a small flow
of warm, moist air through a small opening that has somehow
appeared in cool air layers above. The flow enlarges the opening
and the flow of warm, moist air increases, further opening
the hole and speeding the flow of air. Aa the supply of warm
air below dwindles t the flow slows and the opening closes, further
slowing the flow of air and moisture. The momentum of the
rising air above does the final job of pulling up the last of
the warm air in the opening and the cool air closes in. At
this point the gathering cloud has reached its maximum amount
of moisture and size. Some of the moisture condensing in the
cloud gathers around tiny particles in the air. As-the droplets
begin to swell they swell faster and faster because the surface
area of the droplets grows, providing more area for gathering.
As the droplets grow, they f,all faster as they grow and more
and more begin falling from the cloud. As the droplets fall
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aeainst eachother. As most of the wheel'srnomentum has been
stopDed, the catch and wheel push more and more gently on
eac~other and the sLowing slaws more slowly as it slows.
The
tiCK heard as the catch seats in the ge~r is rath~r sharp,
but does have 8 tiny smooth rise and fall itself and so, as
well,does the abrupt grabbing it is the small voice of.
2) A small scrap of paper (or fleck of dust) blown off a
surface is first caught by some slight piece of an air current
and as it is caught, it is tipped up and is caught ~ore and
more and picks up speed more and more quickly. As it is
fully lifted, its speed picks up slower as it begins to fully
move with the air. As it tumbles and turns in moving with the
air it may take a very long path by way of many different
gusts or drafts but it eventually slips back toward a surface,
in some way, more and more quickly at first, then as it floats
down on a cushion of air just by the surface it settles slower
and slower, gradually coming to full rest.
3) In unscrewing a jar lid (nut, bolt, et~.) at first it
doesn't budge, tgen, with the right constant pressure applied,
it starts to give and as it slowly moves its grip loosens·and
it moves faster and faster until its speeding up slows as it
and your hand reach maximum turning speed. As your hand begins
to come in touch with its turning limits, its turning slows slowly
at first then more and more quickly as it meets more and more
resistance. As the turning slows, the resistance to it decreases
and the slowin~ slows and comes to a sto y
. , as YOU,release.your
effort and (or) the
still oresent,friction grabs.
4) Spoken words and sounds show wide but characteristic varieties of quickening and lingering patterns. In looking for
the loop feedback progressions and the overall pattern of four
in the sounds, it's a bit of a contest not to get lost in the
forest of nerve system modulations and the ticks and flutterings
of practically unimagi~le things. On the simplest level, all
sounds follow the progression of releasing a bag of wind. Air
pressure finds an openin~ and opens it more as it flows, flowing
and opening more quickly.
As the opening reaches full size anc
the air full speed, its speeding up slows and reaches a ma~imum.
As the air pressure drops, the opening closes a bit and the flow
slows more and more quickly until, on the tail end the slow rush
of air slows more and more slOWly. In Xhe_many sounds of speech
the active opening for this ~odulated rush of air dances back
and forth between the location of the vocal chords, the tongue
and the lips, creating
co~plex successions of whole events
with differing rise, pass and fall characteristics. In each
whole expression of sounds or words there is something different
being built up to and down from~ That special quality of
learning that allows us to see the pat term of wholeness of an1
expression by itself, as composed of an interplay of whole parts
and also as a whole part of the progressions or events of
other whole expressions, is really neat.
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rlUh3ERS FOR A CHANGE:
Ihere's somethin~ about the incredible regularity of the progressions of change, not just the profusely var:ied and everpresent coming and going pattern of four'essential stages,
but the particular regular quality of the quickening and
lin~eriJ1~ that either smoothly zips a big deal out of very little
or that smoothly calms sudden change down to a sleepy crawl.
The smoothness and puzzle of those progressions is that the
changing thing always displays a key, constant, mathematical
relationship to itself over time. Somehow that same smooth
relationship to itself is both a sudden and a gradual chan~e
in relationship to its greater context.
That key self relationship is change by a constant proportion
in a constant time period. It's the only basic mathematical
relation that slips from constant 'nothing much' to a heck of
a lot in a big hurry. It can be expressed in a variety of ways
having the same~basic meaning. If there are twice as many, every
day (say as in cell doubling), the constant proportion is '2'
and the cons tant time is 'a day'. If it 1 s 10% bi,gger every year
(say the difference between two interest rates) then the constant
pronortion is 110%' and the constant time is 'a year'. Odd
things happen when you take these things into a broader context.
Twice as big per day is roughly equivalent to a billion times
as big per month. Ten ?ercent bigger per year is roughly
equivalent to 16,400 times as big per century.
Clearly, if taken far enough, change by any constant proportion
gets out of hand, or, if not out of hand all together, then at
least into very different hands. Constant proportional change
is the mark of making a step away from the relevancy of the
original context. Unending proportional change is the mark
of making a step away from the relevancy of all contexts and
isn't relevant. Constant proportional change is a losing of
relevance to one context and a discovering of new context to
find new relevance in and to be an event for. Regular change
bv a proportion is a bridge, a bridge from one context of
immediate relationships into another context of different
immediate relationships. Progressions never seem to turn back,
only foreward through all the steps of completing a whole event.
Mathematics offers no easy way to give us understanding of change
but offers very easy ways to give us recognition of change. In
this,. the mathematics of steady ~ultiplication offers highly
super10r questions. For those ~ssues which are changing contexts
our previous understanding is now, or may soon be, totally out
of, context and irrelevant. What' new context must I seek to
understand to keep my understanding well founded? Great numbers
of 'difficult' issues are difficult only because we attempt to
apply irrelevant understanding. For example, having national
defense-agression forces assumes the historic understanding that
some owonent might be able to profit from winning a war. Is that
understanding
still generally relevant in an explosivly changed.
1...:1
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SOME COMMON SHAPES OF EVENTS

BASIC

-'

USEFULNESS:

significant
There seem to be lots and lots of A opportunities for benefiting
from these patterns. There's something odd though. 1 can't
quite explain it but somehow I'm rather confident that the task
of developing skills with these things ian'~ "ery significant.
It seems that all individuals are already very highly accomnlished with their workings. 18 it that our written arid spoken
languages don't recognize, what we each personally understand as
a matter of course, that, the real learning task is for them, not
us? How does one teach one's deep understanding with.a language?
MycoWD_primary initial and continuing interest, and perhaps
its most valuable general use, is in taking pleasure in watching
the composing and weaving of spontaneous natural dances. There's
also, among other things, varieties of ways to use these patterns
to leverage a glimpse of insight for knotty problems of all
sorts, personal and analytical. The most important of the
levers seems to simply be the su~gestion of framing the problem
in the context of a Whole, with the recognition of the kind
of contexts of relationships leading to and from. It's still
a bit fuzzy to me but I think that this basic notion could
lead to ways of outwardly recognizing wellness and problems
with the same ease.
Oddly, perhaps, but one of the ~ore valuable uses ot these ways
of composing images of natural patterns seems to be to serve up
an -impossible problem. If you peel off and add on enough
loop chains and the layers of wholes that compose them and the
chains that compose them, and peer deeply enou~h into the inter-
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twinin~

complexity of the inner and outer workings of the corr~on
Dlace occurences you find around you, you're likely to 108.8
every last shred of absolute certainty about anything.
Then,
in fully tasting of the slipperiness of everything zipping inside
and out all 3round and the fantastic webs of nothing deftly
turnin~ into nothing which thereby make up everythin~, perhaps
it will occur to you that confusion is oddly preposterous,
t~at everything one actu~lly does see in rtature is remarkably
well situated in somethin~ or another, even one's own befuddled
notions.
It might occur that certainty isn't really needed for
someth';'n~ to be well founded and perhaps, that one of the few
things that isn't well founded at present is the demand for
certainty itself. For me, these patterns have been a finding
of how to exercise my demand for confidence in understanding
and skip the one for certainty.
I see no value (even for the above exercise) in pushing oneself
to ftt anything into these patterns that doesn't fit comfortably
or otherwise i~n't a basic pleasure to see that way. What I
enioy are the spontaneous opportunities which arise for ~atherin~
a gentle, non-analytical sense of something I'm participating in
and sensing its ltrengths and delicacies. Sensing the abruptness
and ~~ntleness of chan~e and the precarious:~~nd stability of
situations and their closer and further relevancies, as that
happens at a gl~nce or in a thou~htful moment, seems to relate
directly to the ~ of freedom of choice.
what kind of choice? The fabled Dutch ~oy who put his finger in
a leak in a sea wall envisioned small things leading to others e~fect
that really mattered and that he could.tfien but not later. The
mother who notices her children drawing eac~ther into a had
a~~ument
and quickly whips u? a batch of distracting lemonade
does so from a perspective of how things progress.
Both the
buildin~ and decaying of things can be 'nipped in the bud'
if you sense a precarious context and the whole event it olays
into. Similarly to the 'stitch in time' that nreserves somethin~ is the 'seed in time' that, with the the same persoective
of events, triggers a building up at a desirable moment. Of
course, most seeds bear unexpected or no fruit of notable sort,
anc lots of stitches pullout or o~her sides burst, but, that's
the breaks, and a tidbit to add to the balance of understandin~.
4

Perhaps more intri~uin~ is the art of applying inaction. while
somewhat illusive, it is often suggested to be the more potent
freedom of choice compared to applying delicate action.
Lettin~
events take their course without becoming involved can be the
more significant involvement.
Inviting rich subliminal events
by qualities of silence is a polishing of an art. To me there
is nothing that is inaction; the~e's only some delicete chances
to find or miss special gentleness.
Polishing? One might jiggle the back of a chair to see what you're
about to sit on.
When the world around isn't doin~ it for me, I
sometimes tap and jiggle things, perceptions and ideas to see if
they're strong, see what they spin off and into and, of course
to give an ear to some of those inner harmonics, rich colorings
and other 8~Ulort@d tidbit. of t'hfl! abnnClAnt' w@alth of cOllllmic 1l0!i:!I: i n_

APPENDIX I
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V~dY ~PECIAL EVE~IS:

All things come and go but some stabilize for much lon~er
periods than they took to develop and some terminate very
qutckly during development. Events of these sorts which
20 to completion in situations where there appears to be
ample resource for development well beyond that which is
consumed are generally what I call 'very special events'.
Very special events point to the initially invisible essentials
of the internal loop patterns of which they are composed.
These essentials are resources of a different kind; they're
pattern resources. In the first case, self-leveling progression, the central characteristic is that the growth is
limited by the internal loops 'staying in step with eac~ther.
In the second case, self-collapsing progression, the growth
i~ limite? by ~~e internal loops 'getting torn out of step'
w1th eachpther.
Hidden within those last two statements is the statement that
while opportunities for ~rowth expand with ~rowth, that
oppoytunities for growth also shrink with growth, if for no
other reason, thenneccessarily for the reason of exceedin~ the
response time of internal workings. When some 'insignificant'
unusual event occurs in a system of interdependent workings
stressed to the limit of their ability to respond, then calamity can be conta2ious. When the workings of the interdependence become feverish , disorder can propogate as fast
8S the internal workings.
Ima~ine an old--fashioned bucket brigade, a long line of people
passing buckets of water to out out a fire or something. If
the buckets were passed faster and faster and a rhythm of
tossing the buckets developed and still the passing went
faster, at some point a throw wouldn't quite be right and the
person to catch would stoop to reach it and in the time lag
of stoopin~, might catch the next one in the head. The person
who threw it would probably hesitate in looking toward the
on~ hit and mi~ht get hit in the back and so on down the line.

In natural systems networks it is normal that intimate connection
is not just at the ends of a particular chain of events but
interlaced as if a family of crisscrossing bucket brigades
where each member passes and receives in more than one direction.
If these other intimatly connedted relationship cheins were
also hurried to the point of precarious intolerence , then the
minor fault of one bucket missed could propogate wildly, bringing
the whole system to an abrupt halt.
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Had the whole system developed, in.~ead of for ever faster
passings, for ways of passing which keyed directly to readiness
for receiving, not only might a greater (though later) maximum
rate be achieved but the radical precariousness of the process
would be avoided. The Whole, now highly tolerant ,network
could continue for a very long time. Here is stated a very
important but sometimes illusive principle: that such a
chain is ~ a chain of passing full hand. in one direction
An£ a chain of passing emPty hand. in the opposite direction
simultaneously.
.
For each set of hands the sequence of exchanging full and
empty hands can be seen as an integrated sequence of two whole
events, one o.f receiving, holding and passing empty hands and
one for full hands. Each of the four progressions of each of
the two interlaced passings, which compose the loop of some
progression of some event, are themselves composed of loops
of Other sorts of interlaced passings etc.

Receive
Hold
faster

Receive
Hold
slower

&

&

faster

slower

Qiv.ing
Hold
slower

Hold

Giving
Hold
faster

full
or

&

&

faster

slower

Full

--

-pty

It appears that when there is too great a relative concentration of one or the other event or too fast or too slow a
succession of both that the pattern of passing breaks down.
When- the breakdown is very sudden there is, initially at
least, a considerable remaining impetus for new chains to
fo~.
While this pas.ina analolY can be taken quite a bit
further, risolution of any real event or behavior down through
more than one or two layer. of the•• chain. into the inside
or outside context .eem. truly futil.. Luckily there's such
a thing 5a.'qualitie. and characteristic. which can serve
as approximate understanding of chains of behaviors too
remote to directly view.
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SEI..l.I.i:V.ELIIIa behaviors· .
8S they grow
sometimes appear

SELP-CDLLAPSINa behaviors

more: flexible
responsive
resourceful
resilient
broadly tolerent
'centered
well founded
firmly grasped
harmonious

more: rigid
demanding
stubborn
brittle
narrowly tolerent
over extended
precarious
tightly gripped
hurried

a. they grow
sometimes appear

'.-

tobe an expression of the
strength of weakest links
and to take more opportunity

to be an expression of the
weakne8s of strongest links
and to be mOre taken by opportunity

This seems like a setup for a strict good. bad separation but
not so. Self-leveling behaviors can often be seen as self.
entrenching to.~onnote some of their negative aspects. Selfcollapsing behaviors also create bursts of new opportunity for,
highlight, and strip inflexible parts by fracturing ,from, underlying flexible system.. This is one of the reasons for the
•very , in very special events.
Another of the reasons for the 'very' is that the perceived
direction of fate of the internal pattern c.n vacillate back
and forth frequently on the path toward realization of stability or collapse. One seem. to frequently end up with,
'I guess if it wants to it Will', and then relating to it
according to how one wants to, rather than hopelessly frustrated
by indeterminacy or jumping to conclusions.

COMIAalSONS

or
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SMALL BUSINESS:
A new bu.in••• with a large untouched market
may grow f •• ter and f •• ter a. it grows and then taper off to
a point where it baa developed an amount of work and a work
rhythm that i • •att.factory, leavins the rest of the field
untouched. As the bu.ine•• fint srev, an uneritical observer
mllht have on~y noticed that t,ere vas a very great resource
for the busine•• to develop. ..A careful observer sight have
noted that much of the cap••tty for growth came from arranging
worle habit. to lel into .mooth rhythm. and that the comfortable prolre•• of growth would follow from the gelling of new
rhythm., rather than product demand.
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Had the businessman, himself, been the uncritical observer,
he might never have noted how the pleasure in the work started
slipping as the work got forever twice as big. He might have
continued to let the work multiply with hurry to a point where
he suddenly got confused and fed up with juggling the whole
affair. He might have quit or made fatal mistakes, blaming
all his frustrations on the immediate irritants (whoae only
fault was in working with him) and bring business to a sudden
end. In doing so he would send his employees scurrying,
possibly thereby seeding a variety of approaches to the same
market and business.
In both cases, initially insignificant underlying progressions
changed the overall progression in.a profound way. In the
first case new balances were found and became most significant.
In the second case old imbalances were found and became
most significant.

ARGUMENTS:

Some arguments start with an insignificant
hint or issue and build up by leaps and bounds, amplifying
the initial supposed cause way out of proportion~and endSUddenly in the crash of a slammed door, receding footsteps
and a sense of loss on both sides. Such arguments. usually
follow a path that finds both contestants reaching for ever
heavier artillery of ever sloppier and incomprehensible
quality.
That unwittingly· reinforces the other's
position and rigidity. Arguments. where the building up
artificially hardens and strengthens opposing positions are
'sure to lose games' for they ignore the argument's source in
confused expectations and lead to ever more. Breaking out
of such games can sometimes be done neatly by letting the
rebounds become even more ridiculous so that the argument
breaks before the people do.
Some arguments. start with an insignificant hint or issue
and build up faster and faster as sides are taken and the
extent of the conflict is more and more quickly discovered.
If the extent of the issue can not qU~cKly o~ grasped, the
argument may reach a plateau of mutually acceptable intensity
and then proceed to sweep at a steady pace in broader and
broader circles around the extent of disagreement.
If the disagreement is extensive, as the exploration continues
it probably resolves into a central issue of unreconsilable
difference of opinion which ties together the extent of the
controversy and becomes a focus which the future of the
relation can clearly and easily refer to. Arguments where
the building up broadens and relates opposing positions are
'sure to win games' for they eventually resolve the confused
expectations that made it build up in the first place.
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BUILDINGS:

Building a building is, in many ways, more impor-·
tantly the building of the empty spaces between the parts of
the building. The finished building as a whole is that
thorou~h integration of the visible presence of materials
with the invisible presence of opportunities. In truly fine
buildings that will be delighted in and cared for for a long
time, both the visible and invisible are direct products of
each/other.
BUildings,where little concern is given to the materials but
direct expression is given to their opportunities,may still
'be fine buildings and be held together somehow to sponsor
full and rich experience for a long time. A bUilding fine
only for great attention paid to its materials is dead the
day it is finished and remains as little more than a lifeless
record of a special but hollow experience for a craftsman.

SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT:
In lots of social situations there are
pleasures to be had in starting from an innocent comment and
building tensions or expectations purely for the excitement
of leading up 50 their point of SUddenly breaking with another
innocent comment. There's also much pleasure to be had in
arranging situations which develop to a (mellow, bright,
exuberant) pitch and hold it through a lon~ period. Without
the normal highly balanced orchestration, things can get out
of hand and run wild, either as the crowning achievrnent or
the demise of the affair.
TREES: Most trees grow faster and faster for a period and then
as they reach a certain size slow bit by bit, stopping as they
gradually succumb to diseaae and eventually collapse as the
trunk and roots decay. Some trees grow fast enough, long enough
so that they just fall over while still healthy and most rapidly
growing, such as some stream bank willows. Some trees grow
to a certain size and then slow their growth to a barely perceptible crawl and live especially long lives like the bristlecone pines.
SEA 6& LAND SHELL AN1MA1.S:
Mollusks with shells aeem to all share
a shell_growth pattern ot adding crescent upon ere. cent of
shell where, throulh much of the life, each layer is
proportionally larger than the one before. The ayatematicly
expanding spir.~or tan shapes of ahella are one sculptural
equivalent of the quickenins of proportional growth.
Some shells seem to reach a static maturity as ev\denced by
dramatic changes in the shell growth pattern such aa special
ending curls, spikes or flairins.llke conch shells. Some
reach a steady srowth maturity such as the 'finger tip' growth
ot some razor clams. Many shell, show no evidence of a
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slackening of proportional growth whatever suggesting that
the animal died at the time when it was growing the fastest.
Thou~h I know on none in particular. I would guess that the
last thing that some of those do is lay their eggs, using
a last spurt of the growing burden of growth.
fLUID FLOwS:
Most results of instability in passive fluid
flows can be generalized by the following two spontaneous
air flows. In a quie~ space, with a calm horizontal warm
air layer below a cooler air layer, there-isn't any opportunity
for the warm air to rise because of equal up-down pressure
at all points on the boundary, but the balance is unstable.
As soon as there is a slight bulge in the boundary, for any
reason, the motions become dynamic and the bulge of warm air
rises, faster and faster, growing in proportion it's imbalance
~ith adjacent cooler air, in proportion to its own size.
As the localized building rush of warm air multiplies it
abruptly reaches a point where its rate of propogation is still
growing but its supply of warm air is relativly shrinking.
The rapidly flQwd:ng center _of the rush then draws from the
next most readily availible source, the column of warm air
which is its supply base and the rush abruptly necks off.
The flow from the remaining warm air stops and the rush, now
torn loose from the flow, continues propogating upward but
at a declining rate as its outer shell layers· are cooled and
~luffed off in passing.
If the rush were near a vertical pole a very different sequence
of events would follow for the vertical surface would act as
a wick for the warm air. The quickening flow wouldn't have the
chance to completly neck off because - the thin boundary
layer
_ of warm air adjacent to the pole can't be fully
drawn away. In some cases the flow up the pole will quickenly
grow to a maximum and then level off in balance with the
supply availible from the warm air layer. After a period the
flow would then slow and come into constant balance with
whatever rate the surfaces below are heating the warm air.
Sometimes the flow up the pole would pulsate and, or, draw
the warm air from a variable local surface area in opposing
balance with other flows. What happens further allong the
pole or at its top i. a repeat of the same choices with
slightly more complex conditions~
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MANDATE MATij
~AIUrtAL ~CALE:
The ~athematics for proportional changes
displays some hard evidence for the eventfulness which accompanies them in the natural world. One central curiosity is
that the apparent shape of the resulting simple growth curves,
their sharpness or gentleness of curvature at the single bend,
depends wholly upon the choice of the scale selected. The
same natural behavior, seen at different time scales, appears
to be a very abrupt change or a very gradual change. All
proportional growth curves, both apparently smooth sween and
right angle leap, seem like essentially the same curve, ;ust
viewed at different time and dimension scales.

The surprising and significant tWist of the mathematics is that
though differences between curves seem to be only a matter of
arbitrary scale, the relationship of the curve to its underlyin~ rates of
change varies strictly according to a naturally
self-defined scale. A gentle and an abrupt proportional -growth
curve are inherently very different curves because their
internal relationships are very different. Viewed at a scale
longer than a certain self-defined normal scale, the internal
rates of change are rouch faster in change than the curve.
Viewed at a shorter time scale the internal rates are much
slower in change than the curve. At the balance point, the
normal scale, the underlying rates are all the same as the
curve.
To see the significance of this property for natural events
consider the situation of drivin~ a car at a slow but increasing speed. If the car is speeding up slowly but its speeding
up is speeding up quickly, that's significant. It's very
significant whether the underlying rates are higher and' change
can be expected to be more and more sudden or whether the
underlying rates are low and the change is inherently gradual.
That significance is relative to the natural time scale of
your and your car's responsivness. If you were 8 slow reacting
person a faster set of underlying rates might cause you to
loose control even though the initial rate and rate of change
were quite within your range. It's not so much acceleration
per se, but the quickening rate of acceleration that is the
sense of abruptness you feel in sudden change.
NESTING 01 EVENTSI Other very significant patterns arue from
considering the internal rates of change of whole events
(derivatives) and the progressions of which the e~ent is a
rate of change (integrals). While this subject is probaply
much better approached from the basis of very carefully
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studied. records of natural events, there are two characteristics which seem noteworthy to mention.
The first of these is that the derivatives of natural whole
events dl$play a profusion of shorter tLme duration whole
events. These rate events constitute a whole pattern onto
themselves, the pattern of leading events, the underlying
changes within the whole change. There may be many many
events which turn up but it seems generally that there will
be at least twice as many on each successive drawing of
the next underlying rate.
The second characteristic of interest is that as derivatives
are taken, the progressions which compose tbose underlying
four part events are necessarily considered by us over time
scales far greater than their self-defined normal scale.
The events appear more and more abrupt and their progressions
appear more and more 11ke right angle discontinuities with
no progression visible. Sudden change with no progression
relevant
to another scale of time amounts to absolute
unpredictibility. That this occurs in the underlying rates
of all events ~fines a scope of relevance and a measure-of
natural and observational uncertainty.
On the other end of the nested rates scale, the overlying
rates, the integrals, there is a similar end point. By a
slightly different progression successive integrals of an
event also approach right angle discontinuity. From all this
may arise a special respect for. the nature of the circle and
its propogation, the sine_and cosine curves. Mathematically
they never change form upon successive intesration or differentiation. I'm not sure what it means thatl
e- i - x • co. x _ i·sin x , ( i 2 = -1 )
What could imaginary growth have to do with combining a real
and an Lmaginery circlet

FORMULAS FOR PROPORTIONAL CHANGEI
is the ba.ic formula for continuous curve proportional chan8e. e"-. 2.719 the base for natural
108arl~bmst r • l08arithmic rate, t = time
p.~) • (l+f)n i. the basic formula for sequential proportionaA
chanse .uch as y.arly interest at
of (1+.08)
l+f • multiplier, f • fraction, n • number of
multiplications

8'

If 1
Then:

(ft) relatf!sto the same _ita of time as (t).
F. (Ill) !II .. ~t . . , they're ecruiva hmt curves except
that F.(l'l) 1s a dotted line and <-~t)i. a smooth curve.

0
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EqUIVALENT TIME PERIODS;
e lOta = e tb
when O=a)representl!f time periods ten times as
long as (t~
e rata = erbtb : and the two exponential functions follow the
same path when:
ra
.!m! there are no
tb
rb
other factors.

!A =

DERIVA'!'IVES :
If

: let) = e rt , its rate of change, its derivative, F'(t)
(F' = re rt , F" = r£e rt , F'tl = r 3e rt , F'tll = r4ert)

If
If
If

: (r) is ~reater than 1, the derivatives are greater than F(t)
II
: (r)
equals
1, "
equal
to
"
"
: (r) " smaller "
1, "
"
" smaller than "

= re rt

Note: the number (e) was chosen precisely so that. this
simple rule for derivatives would work.

DERIVATIVES WITH A DIlliRINCI:
If

"

Does' :F' (t a > F' (tb)
Since :Fi(t a > = lOe lOta , FI(tb) = e tb
Then :F' (t a ) = 101" (tb)
THEREFORE
:~, F'(t a ) is ten times greater.
That should
be a puzzle. If they're the same curve, then why are the
derivative. different! Bec.u•• theylre'not the ,ame curve.
Though they may follow the ,sam. path there i. a concrete
difference of 'seale. The se,l, at wbich one chOOle, to view
proportional growth cUrve. dramaticly chang's what they
represe.nt.

For

:any given proportional srowth function, e rt , the period
of time which sivel it derivatives all equal to the
function is (l/r) times the given period.

If

:(r) i. (.a) a2d (t) i. a year scale) then the normal
period for.· t) il (1/.2) year. or "S) years.
Any consideration of •• 2~over (S) years involves
inherently different rates of change than consideration
of e. 2t for 1••• than five years.
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A ~ATURAL DEFINITION: An ABRUPT ?roportional growth
can be defined as one which continues beyond one normal
period without substantive change in the growing behavior.
A GRADUAL proportional ~rowth ~an be defined as one which
continues for less than one normal" period without substantive
chan~p in the growing bp-havior.
NetE: the underlying derivetives of an abrupt growth are multiplyin~lyfaster than
the growth and that rate of multiplication multiplies as the
number of normal periods is extended.

The above curves show how, as time passes for a growth process,
the internal underlying rates diverge exponentially. The rule
of 'NUMBERS FOR A CHANGE', that multiplying growth is a stepping
awev from the relevance of the original context, also applies
to the internal context of balanced relations between leading
events. As the scale of change in original leadin~ events
diverges exponentially, their relationships to eac~other
necessarily end as they become irrelevant to eachpther. A continuing growth process becomes a multiplicity of growth processes with a ful'l spectrum of self-defined normal. periods.
NOTE: This description has no direct application except to
define a standard of comparison for the oute~ound of possibility
and the inner bound of necessity.
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AN £XA!1:tJLE 1N THE PRESENT:

Our country's economy has been

growin~ at about ~1J per year real growth since it was founded.

As ~rowth has continued the economic system has been subs tantivly altered at various times as profound changes were
incorporated into the old system. Since early in this century
when modern banking and transportation were founded, relativly
little about the basic mode of operation has changed, just
its speed, and with computers, the ease of high speed in
certain confined sectors. Our individual values and decision
waking processes have changed relativly little.
(4%) per year represents a normal period of (25) years. Our
basic system has grown for about (3) normal periods •• To
consider the relation between the overall trend and the under~~ng trends which sUP80rt it, the formyla to consider is
1
(e 3t n) rather than (e~ 4ty). (F(t) = e jt , F' = 3e 3t , F" = ge- t ,
F'" = 27e 3t , F"" = 8le3t )
.
The effective internal rates of a (4%) per year growth of a
single system,earried over 75 years are (3 9,27,Bl,···)'times
8S fast as the ..base growth or effectivly (12~,36%, 108%, 324%,···)
per year. Those explosive rates of change are centrally
lod~ed in the basicly unchanged parts of our growth system,
somewhere in those little res ponce times of empty-full hands
passing that lie deep within the system. Where are they?

1f you refer back to the concept in 'NESTING OF EVENTS' of
each four part whole event progression being composed of many
whole events in its derivatives, you can use that as another
kind of key to finding the derivatives of events. The rule
of thumb would be the question, 'What greater <~any more, smaller
and faster) whole.sets of events
is any progression or
whole event the expression oft'. Applying this to our economy
1 get the followin~:
The process of economic growth (F(t» is an expression
of the much ~reater whole system of events of investments and developments (like FI).
The events of investment and development are the
expression of the much greater whole system of events
of making and exchanging products (like FI')
The events of makin8 and exchanging product are the
expression of the much greater whole system of events
of people responding to their surroundings (like FII').
The events of people responding to their surroundings are
an expression of the much greater whole system of the
events of thought and observation (Like F"I I).
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You may have noticed that greater and greater numbers of
complex and vital, personal and national choices seem to be
dropping into our hands these days. There seems to be very
~ood reason for such an impression~
The fourth derivative,
figurativly speaking, is knowing what to do next. What to
do next is to relieve the demands of overall growth so that
at least a few of us fourth derivatives can get a decent
glimpse of things. We need a break from everything whizzing
by so explosivly faster.
A very likely way to do this would be to take the portion
of product normally used to make the thing grow explosivly
faster and commit it to healing, for making it run better.
If we don't, how'd you like, in the year 2000, to have your
demands for response to be growing at effectivly l024~ per
year?
Clearly, if it came to that, we would, as it seems increasingly
prevalent, sluff off most demands or dispose of them with
slipshod blanke~ categorization, rather than directly address
them. I don't think it would come to that though, something
else would happen first.
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BLINDERS IN THOUGHT & LANGUAGE:

Thought and lan~uage have always been a most particular joy
and pleasure to me, but as with many things of one's particular pleasure, the destructive parts of one's world are
particularly noticed.

~LINDERS IN IHOUGH1:
Thoughts corne and go. There are many
ways and styles of thought and reasoning observable in people
and oneself, but underlying all of them is one. All thought
and reasoni.n~ is done by the basic 'whatever pops up next'
method (perhaps in many layers) where notions 'come out of
nowhere' and gain recognition. Notions do aria e. No notion
arises or departs instantaneously nor reaches infinite proportions nor stays forever. Thoughts follow the four step
proportional development pattern of whole events. The spontaneous activity of thought seems to be 'seeds' of notions
which are 'nurtured' in the 'soil' of the unconscious. The
quality of thought draws from the quality of the soil, seeds
and nurture.

The quality of thou~ht is good as it is good in 22!h its
patterns of interlacing the 'inside' contexts of subconscious
and conscious awareness ~ in its patterns of interlacing
the 'outside' contexts of observation and action.
Low quality thought seems to frequently draw from one particular
pattern. It seems appropriate to characterize destructive
thought as following from the bain of heaVily biased perception
which tends to greater and greater distortion of observation
of oneself, the greater context or one's action in it. This
occurs generally when the mind's characterizations become a
closed loop, feeding only to and from themselves, with no new
'feed-in' or 'feed-out' but only 'feed-back'. The ease of
draWing certainty of perception by means of feed-back is not a
good trade for a mind which becomes ever more divorced from
its life contact with reality. If you effectivly determine
your own observations by how you look at things, your mind
effectivly sees none of the things that tie you in with the
world.
It's easy to observe that minds are tremendously responsive
in coloring to the point of painting over,observations with
pre~onceptlons. One has on~y to look to the myriad of

-
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of examples of internally satisfactory ways of organizing
every 'observation' of the world which are never-the-less
in vital conflict with eac~ther.(It's red. No it's blue.
No it's red. No it's blue •••• a stab in the dark). One
would expect tremendous diversity,- but not vital conflict.
~~ inclination has become to, but rarely, value coloring my
observations with any more than the slightest and least
forceful seeds and nurture. If the patterns of the world
observed are responslive to seed impression,the seed will
multiply very well indeed and needs no pushing. If the two
arn't responsive to eac~other, then the observation is still
undistorted 'good compost' for future thought and the illfittin~ seed doesn't hang around to cause trouble.

It takes great patience to find that delicate and changing
balance point where seeds and nurture of notions don't overwhelm observations. If you're observin~ delicatly, half the
seeds might not grow, half your observations might issue
no conscious thou~ht. For good balanced thought one needs
the freedom to~observe without perceiving anything in the
observation whatever.
When on either a path of rapidly spontaneous real awareness
or delusion, most perceptions. seem to reaffirm themselves.
Applying self-doubt seems to result in a bell like ring from
true awareness and a defensive jerk from delusion. It's those
jerky rings that get you. I simply observe them.
IN LANGUAGE: The quality of language draws from the
quality of sharing of ideas.
A primary opportunity for
outward distortion of good thought in language is that it is
very easy for us to view what we reco~nize as bein2 in th~
sUb1ect we're addressing rather than in our interplay with it.
BLI~~ERS

It's altogether too easy to fail to notice that beauty, truth,
reason, etc., lie inbetween ourselves and what we're refering
to. True perceptions are a loop of interplay between ourselves
and a part of the greater context. In perceiving we reinforce
the interplays with the reference so quickly that tney appear to
arise from what we refer to.
True perceptions are not
in what we refer to but in the interplay between ourselves and
the reference. No statement is true save as you build the
truth with it. No object or idea is eve~ beautiful save as you
build the beauty with it.
When someone denies our statement (that something is ••• ) it's
too easy to take it with indignation, as an insulf, a denial
of the interplay we personally experience. More properly the
divergent response is just a sign that the interplay of truth
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with regard to the reference isn't occuring for the other person.
That may be because there is more than one way to see it or
that essential parts of the true reference lie exclusivly in one's
mind, totally unapparent to the other person or even to oneself.
It seems often times that the response of indignation plays on
the other person's desire to be agreeable and pushes them into
submission to the statement. It pushes them to accept that
the truth of the matter lies in the reference alone and not in
an interplay of recognition with the reference. The statement
becomes hollow truth.· The other person, having outwardly
accepted that truth lies in the reference alone, is put into
a precarious position of advocating statements in which they
find no truth and defending themselves against exposure of the
~uilt they feel for their groundless advocacy.
This leaves the statement haVing little sharing of ideas with
the originating expression. In successive generations of
submission and adherence, the statement changes accordin~ to
its service to its now true expression. This leaves no sharing
of ideas with tae original, only a sharing of guilt and i~norance.
Parts of the language become stripped of their
potential to serve as a focus for clear meaning.
The silent 'between the lines' arts which prosper from guilt
motivated adherence to the unknowable prosper. cancers on the
rich (and seemingly greater) sharing which flows entirely
between the lines, and there are no words to address them With,
invited by accepting that truth is what is said, not what you
recognize. To me it's a marvel how finely the language serves
at times, despite the necessary base service and specific
meaninglessness of 'unquestionable athority'.
All statements are questions; what do you recognize?
All information is original; what does it draw from?
For good, balanced language one needs the freedom to speak, and
let the meaning be only what is created by the listener, listen,
and let the meaning be only what you recognize.

